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Escalation of privileges



Confinement

The confinement problem deals with prevention of a process to take
disallowed actions.



Different levels of confinement

▶ Air-gap
▶ Virtual machines
▶ Sandboxing
▶ Software Fault Isolation



Isolation based on airgap

Airgaps refers to a system physical detached from network or other
means of interaction with other systems.



Bruce Schneier’s advices on airgaps

▶ During set-up use as little internet as possible.
▶ Turn on encryption.
▶ Install minimal software you need.
▶ Once set-up, never connect it to the internet.
▶ Install only software downloaded anonymously on different

computer, check signatures and fingerprints
▶ Disable all autoruns.
▶ Minimize the amount of executable code moved to the

computer (includes macros in text documents, pdfs).
▶ Use only trusted media. CDROM is more secure then USB

stick. Use the media that just fits your data.
▶ Consider using stateless OS (Tails).

Bruce Schneier, Schneier on Security, 2013

https://tails.boum.org
https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2013/10/air_gaps.html


Covert channels

Even airgap can be leapt over using cover channels
(electromagnetic radiation, acoustic noise, crt eavesdropping).

Guri, Mordechai, et al. "AirHopper: Bridging the air-gap between isolated
networks and mobile phones using radio frequencies, 2014. youtube

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/iss2006-tempest.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OzTWiGl1rM


IBM 360 — first commercially successful virtualization

By Dave Ross - Flickr: IBM System/360 Model 30, CC BY 2.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=17268674

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=17268674


Types of virtual machines

Type I
Type II



Xen - paravirtualization



Mechanisms to achieve virtualization

▶ Separation of memory,
▶ time-sharing of cpu,
▶ multi-plexing of IO (network cards, DMA channels, etc.),
▶ protection of virtual machine monitor.



Isolation of memory

▶ Guest virtual memory is visible to applications of guest OS.
▶ Guest physical memory is managed by guest OS.
▶ Host virtual memory is visible to guest OS.
▶ Host physical memory is managed by virtual machine monitor

(machine memory).



Isolation of memory



Isolation of CPU without HW support
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Where does virtual machine monitor fits in?



Isolation of CPU without HW support
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Ring compression

▶ VMM has access to all resources.
▶ Privileged instructions are

▶ emulated by VMM
▶ dynamically recompiled

▶ guest OS should not know it is in VM.
▶ What is the impact on kernel being in

ring 3?



Isolation of CPU with HW support
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▶ Added new ring for VM with
instructions supporting VMM / VM
switch

▶ VMM in ring -1



Using virtualization to enforce networking rules

virtual machine monitor
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▶ Dedicated VM communicates with the rest of the world.
▶ All communication is mediated though firewall / TOR router.
▶ NSA’s NetTop, Qubes-OS, Bromium.



Operating "systems" exploiting virtualization



Operating "systems" exploiting virtualization

Screenshot of Qubes-OS1

1https://www.qubes-os.org/attachment/wiki/QubesScreenshots/r2b2-kde-
three-domains-at-work.png



Attack vector on virtual machines

Evolution of Attacks, Threat Models and Solutions for Virtualized Systems,
Daniele Sgandurra and Emil Lupu, 2012



Security issues of virtual machines

▶ VM sprawl
▶ Sensitive Data Within a VM
▶ Security of Offline and Dormant VMs
▶ Security of Pre-Configured (Golden Image) VM / Active VMs
▶ Lack of Visibility Into and Controls Over Virtual Networks
▶ Resource Exhaustion
▶ Hypervisor Security
▶ Unauthorized Access to Hypervisor
▶ Account or Service Hijacking Through the Self-Service Portal
▶ Workload of Different Trust Levels Located on the Same

Server
▶ Risk Due to Cloud Service Provider API
▶ The curse of scale


